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NOTATIONS AND BASIC RELATIONSHIPS  

a Acceleration rate (m/s2) 

am Maximum acceleration rate (m/s2) 

as Acceleration rate during queue discharge (m/s2) 

c Average cycle time (seconds) 

 c = r + g 

C Average displayed cycle time (seconds) 

 C = R + G + ty 

DS SCATS DS parameter (original definition analogous to degree of 
saturation)  

eh  Actuated signal gap setting as a headway time value (seconds) 

 eh = es + tou  

es  Gap setting as a space time value for actuated signals (headway time less 
occupancy time) as used with presence detection (seconds) 

 es = eh – tou  

fc  A traffic composition factor for saturation flow estimation (pcu/veh)  
 fc = 1 + pHV (fHV – 1) 

fe  A factor used for determining an appropriate gap time setting  

fHV Saturation flow factor for heavy vehicles (pcu/veh), typically 1.5 to 2.0 

fvHV  Speed factor for heavy vehicles 

fq A factor in the formula for estimating the queue clearance time 

g Average effective green time (seconds) 

 g = G – ts + te – tb 

gDS Effective green time for SCATS DS purposes (seconds) 

 gDS = G + It  

gs Average queue clearance time, or duration of the saturated part of the 
effective green period (seconds)  

 gs  g 

gu Duration of the unsaturated part of the effective green period (seconds) 
(during this uninterrupted flow period after the queue clearance, the 
vehicles depart as they arrive at the arrival flow rate, qu = qag)  

 gu = g – gs 
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G Average displayed green time (seconds) 

Gmax Maximum green time setting for actuated signals (seconds) 

Gs Duration of the saturated part of the displayed green period (average 
queue clearance time) (seconds) 

 Gs = gs + ts + tb  G 

Gu Duration of the unsaturated part of the displayed green period (average 
queue clearance time) (seconds) 

 Gu = G – Gs = gu – te  

h  Headway, or headway time: the time between passage of the front ends of 
two successive vehicles at an observation point (seconds/veh) 
(alternatively, this can be defined as the time measured between passage 
of the rear ends of two successive vehicles; with both definitions, 
headway is associated with the following vehicle)  

 h = 1 / q = Lh / v = to + ts = tg + tv  (q in veh/s, v in m/s) 

 h = 3600 / q  (q in veh/h) 

ha Average arrival headway (seconds/veh) measured at a point upstream of 
the back of queue at the arrival flow rate qa (veh/h) 

 ha = 3600 / qa 

hag Average arrival headway (seconds/veh) measured at a point upstream of 
the back of queue at the arrival flow rate qag (veh/h) during the green 
period 

 hag = 3600 / qag 

har Average arrival headway (seconds/veh) measured at a point upstream of 
the back of queue at the arrival flow rate qar (veh/h) during the red period 

 har = 3600 / qar 

hdg Average headway of all vehicles departing during the green period 
including both saturated and unsaturated intervals (seconds/veh)  

 hdg = 1 / qdg = g/nvg  (qdg in veh/s) 

hm Minimum headway (seconds/pcu) corresponding to the maximum queue 
discharge flow rate with passenger car units only, qm (pcu/h) 

hn Minimum headway (seconds/veh) corresponding to the maximum queue 
discharge flow rate, qn (veh/h) 

hs Departure headway during queue discharge (seconds/veh) 

 hs = 3600 / qs = tos + tss  (qs in veh/h) 
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hsa Average queue discharge headway during the saturated part of the green 
period, or the saturation headway (seconds/veh)    

 hsa = 3600 / s  (s in veh/h) 

hu Average departure headway during unsaturated portion of the green 
period (seconds/veh): this occurs during gu, and corresponds to the 
departure flow rate for the actual traffic mix, which is equal to the arrival 
flow rate during the unsaturated portion of the green period, qu = qa 
(veh/h) 

HW SCATS headway time (seconds/pcu) corresponding to the Maximum 
Flow (MF) parameter 

 HW = 3600 / MF  (MF in pcu/h) 

I Intergreen time (clearance time consisting of yellow and all-red times) 
(seconds) 

 I = ty + tar  

Is Starting intergreen time (intergreen time that precedes the current green 
period) (seconds) 

It Terminating intergreen time (intergreen time that follows the current 
green period) (seconds) 

k Density (concentration): number of vehicles per unit distance  

 k = q / v = 1/ Lh in veh/m, or k = 1000 / Lh in veh/km 

kj Jam density: number of vehicles per unit distance at zero speed, i.e.  
for a stationary queue  

 kj = 1/ Lhj in veh/m, or kj = 1000 / Lhj in veh/km 

kn Density (veh/km) corresponding to the maximum queue discharge flow 
rate 

 kn = qn / vn   (qn in veh/h and vn in km/h)  

KP SCATS occupancy time (seconds/pcu) corresponding to the Maximum 
Flow (MF) parameter 

l Lost time for a traffic movement (the sum of starting intergreen time plus 
start loss plus blocked green time less end gain) (seconds) 

 l = Is + ts – te + tb 

Ldq Distance from the upstream stop line to the back of downstream queue 
(m)  
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Lh Spacing (m/veh): the headway distance as measured between the front 
ends of two successive vehicles (sum of space length and vehicle length)  
(alternatively, this can be defined as the distance measured between the 
rear ends of two successive vehicles; with both definitions, spacing is 
associated with the following vehicle)  

 Lh = v h = v / q = Ls + Lv (q in veh/s, v in m/s) 

Lhj Average jam spacing (m/veh), which is the sum of vehicle length and 
average space (gap) length for vehicles in a stationary queue 

 Lhj = Lsj + Lv 

LhjHV Average jam spacing for heavy vehicles (m/veh) 

LhjLV Average jam spacing for light vehicles, or passenger car units (m/LV or 
m/pcu) 

Lhm Average spacing (m/pcu) the maximum queue discharge flow rate with 
passenger car units only, qm  

Lhn Average spacing (m/veh) at the maximum queue discharge flow rate of 
the actual traffic mix, qn  

 Lhn = vn hn = vn / qn = Lsn + Lv (qn in veh/s, vn in m/s) 

Lhs Spacing (m/veh) during queue discharge (i.e. for vehicles during the 
saturated part of the green period) 

Lhu Average spacing (m/veh) for the actual traffic mix under uninterrupted 
flow conditions (as observed at the signal stop line during the unsaturated 
part of the green period) 

Lp Effective detection zone length (m) (typically within  0.5 m of the 
detector loop length) 

Lp0 Optimum loop length based on zero speed (ts = 0 at vo = 0) (m)  

 Lp0 = Lsj 

Lp5 Optimum loop length based on 5 km/h (ts = 0 at vo = 5) (m)  

Lp10 Optimum loop length based on 10 km/h (ts = 0 at vo = 10) (m)  

Ls Space (gap) length (m/veh): the following distance between two 
successive vehicles as measured between the back end of the leading 
vehicle and the front end of the following vehicle 

 Ls = Lh – Lv = v tg  

Lsj Average jam space (gap) length for vehicles (average distance between 
vehicles in a stationary queue) (m) 
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Lsm Space (gap) length (m/veh) at the maximum queue discharge flow rate 
with passenger car units only, qm 

Lsn Space (gap) length (m/veh) corresponding to the maximum queue 
discharge flow rate of the actual traffic mix, qn  

Lss Space (gap) length (m/veh) during queue discharge (i.e. for vehicles 
during the saturated part of the green period) 

Lsu Average space (gap) length (m/veh) for uninterrupted flow conditions (as 
observed at the signal stop line during the unsaturated part of the green 
period)  

Lv Average vehicle length (m/veh) for the actual traffic mix 

 Lv = (1 – pHV ) Lvm+ pHV LvHV 

LvHV  Average vehicle length for heavy vehicles (m/HV) 

LvLV Average vehicle length for light vehicles, or passenger car units (m/LV or 
m/pcu) 

Ly Distance between two detectors (m) 

mq A parameter in the queue discharge flow rate (or headway) model 
representing the rate of increase of the flow rate as a function of the time 
since the start of the green period 

mv A parameter in the queue discharge speed model representing the rate of 
increase of the speed as a function of the time since the start of the green 
period 

MF SCATS Maximum Flow (MF) parameter (pcu/h) 

 MF = 3600 / HW  (HW in seconds/pcu) 

nc Number of signal cycles during an observation period 

ncs Number of fully-saturated signal cycles during an observation period 

ne Number of vehicles that depart after the end of the green period,  
i.e. during the terminating intergreen time (yellow and all-red intervals) 

nr Residual queue: the number of vehicles in the queue at the start of the 
effective red period (vehicles) 

ns Cumulative queue discharge flow rate since the start of the green period 
(vehicles) 

nvg Number of vehicles that depart during the green period: (nvgs or nvgu): 

 nvg = nvs + nvu when the green period is not fully saturated (Gs < G) 

 nvg = nvs + ne during a fully saturated green period (Gs = G) 
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nvi Number of vehicles that depart from the queue during the initial part of 
the green period (0 to ti) for saturation flow calculation purposes 

nvs Number of vehicles that depart during queue clearance, i.e during the 
saturated part of the green period (Gs); this is the number of queued 
vehicles 

nvT Number of vehicles that depart from the queue during the interval t1 to t2 
after the start of the green period and before the end of the saturated part 
of the green period (tr  t1  t2  Gs) 

nvu Number of vehicles that depart after queue clearance (during the 
unsaturated part of the green period); this is the number of unqueued 
vehicles 

 nvu = qu gu / 3600  (qu in veh/h) 

Os Space occupancy ratio: the proportion of road space (length) covered by 
vehicles 

 Os = Lv / Lh = k Lv  

Ot Time occupancy ratio: the proportion of time in an analysis period when 
the detector at a given point along the road is occupied by vehicles  

 Ot = to / h = (Lv  + Lp) / Lh (with presence detection) 

pcu  Passenger car units (used to allow for the effect of heavy vehicles) 

pHV Proportion of heavy vehicles (HVs) in the stream, e.g. pHV = 0.05 means 
5 % HVs and 95 % LVs (light vehicles, or pcus) 

pLV Proportion of light vehicles in the traffic stream  

PA Platoon arrival ratio for coordinated signals: the ratio of the average 
arrival flow rate during the green period to the average arrival flow rate 
during the signal cycle (Rp in HCM notation) 

 PA = qag / qac = PG / u 

PG Proportion of traffic arriving during the green period (P in HCM notation) 

 PG = qag g / qac c = PA u 

PR Proportion of traffic arriving during the red period  

 PR = qar r / qac c = 1 – PG = 1 – PA u 

q Flow rate (veh/s or veh/h): number of vehicles per unit time passing 
(arriving or departing) a given reference point 

qa  Arrival (demand) flow rate (veh/s or veh/h): the average number of 
vehicles per unit time as measured at a point upstream of the back of 
queue (qa = qac = (qar r + qag g) / c for platooned arrivals)  
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qac Average arrival (demand) flow rate during the cycle (veh/s or veh/h) (for 
platooned arrivals: qac = qa) 

 qac = (qar r + qag g) / c 

qa c Number of arrivals (veh) per cycle as measured at the back of the queue  
(for platooned arrivals: qa c = qac c = qar r + qag g) 

qag  Arrival flow rate (veh/s or veh/h) during the green period (for non-
platooned arrivals: qag = qa) 

 qag = PA qa 

qar Arrival flow rate (veh/s or veh/h) during the red period (for non-
platooned arrivals: qar = qa) 

 qar = qa (c – PA g) / r = qa (1 – PA u) / (1 – u) 

qd Departure flow rate (veh/s or veh/h): the number of vehicles per unit time 
measured at the signal stop line: 

 qd  = qs during the saturated part of the green period 
 = qu during the unsaturated part of the green period 

qdc Average departure flow rate during the signal cycle (veh/s) 

 qdc = (s gs + qu gu) / (3600 c) = nvg /c  (s and qu in veh/h) 

qdg Average departure flow rate during the green period (veh/s) 

 qdg = (s gs + qu gu) / (3600 g) = nvg /g  (s and qu in veh/h) 

qm Maximum queue discharge flow rate (pcu/h) for light vehicles, or 
passenger car units (maximum departure flow rate observed at the signal 
stop line without any downstream queue interference) 

qn Maximum queue discharge flow rate for the actual traffic mix (veh/h)  
(for uninterrupted traffic, this is the maximum flow rate, or capacity) 

 qn = qm / fc  

qs Queue discharge flow rate (veh/h or veh/s): departure flow rate during the 
saturated part of the green period 

qsa Average queue discharge flow rate during the saturated part of the green 
period (veh/h); qsa = s approximately 

 qsa = 3600 nvs / Gs  

qu Flow rate (veh/h) during the unsaturated part of the green period  
(qu = qa: departure flow rate = arrival flow rate) 

Qe Capacity of a lane (veh/h): maximum arrival flow rate that can be 
serviced under prevailing flow conditions  

 Qe = s g / c  for interrupted traffic (where s is in veh/h) 
Qe = qn for uninterrupted traffic 
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r Average effective red time (seconds) 

 r = c – g = R + ts – te + ty + tb 

R Average displayed red time (seconds) 

 R = C – G – ty 

s Average saturation flow rate during the effective green period (veh/h) for 
the actual traffic mix without any downstream queue interference 

 s = sm / fc  

sm Average saturation flow rate for a traffic stream consisting of passenger 
car units only (or light vehicles) without any downstream queue 
interference (pcu/h)  

sMF  Saturation flow calculated using the principle of the SCATS Maximum 
Flow (MF) parameter (pcu/h) 

so Saturation flow based on zero start loss and zero end gain definition  
(ts = te = 0, therefore g = G) (veh/h) 

s g Cycle capacity (veh) (s in veh/s, g in seconds) 

t Time (seconds) (in queue discharge models, this is the time since the start 
of the displayed green period)  

ta Acceleration time (seconds) 

tar All-red time (seconds) 

tb Blocked green time: duration of blockage due to downstream queue 
interference, opposing vehicles or pedestrians (seconds) 

te End gain for a traffic movement, which is associated with the effective 
use of terminating intergreen time (yellow and all-red intervals) (duration 
of the interval between the end of displayed green period and the end of 
effective green period) (seconds) 

 te = 3600 ne / s  (s in veh/h) 

tem End gain based on the maximum queue discharge flow rate (seconds) 

 tem = 3600 ne / qm  (qm in veh/h) 

tg Gap time (seconds/veh): the time between the passage of the back end of 
leading vehicle and the front end of the following vehicle as measured at 
a given point along the road, e.g. at a passage detector, or at the leading 
edge of a presence detector loop; this is the time taken to travel the space 
(gap) length, Ls  

 tg = Ls / v = h – tv  (v in m/s) 
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ti Duration of the initial part of the green period for saturation flow 
calculation purposes (seconds) (ti = 10 seconds in ARR 123 (Akçelik 
1981)) 

to Detector occupancy time (seconds/veh): duration of the period when the 
detection zone is occupied by a vehicle (sum of the vehicle passage time 
and the time to travel the detection zone length) at speed v (m/s) 

 to = h – ts  = tv + Lp / v = (Lv + Lp) / v 

tog Average occupancy time of all vehicles departing during the green period 
including both saturated and unsaturated intervals (seconds/pcu)  

 tog = nvs tosa + nvu tou 

tom Occupancy time (seconds/pcu) at the maximum queue discharge flow 
rate, qm, and the maximum queue discharge speed, vm  

ton Occupancy time (seconds/veh) corresponding to the maximum queue 
discharge flow rate, qn, and the maximum queue discharge speed, vn 

tos Occupancy time (seconds/veh) during queue discharge (i.e. for vehicles 
departing during the saturated part of the green period) at speed vs  

tosa Average occupancy time (seconds/veh) during queue discharge  

tou Occupancy time (seconds/veh) for uninterrupted flow conditions (as 
observed at the signal stop line during the unsaturated part of the green 
period, i.e. after queue clearance, for vehicles arriving and departing at 
speed, vu = vac) 

 tou = 3.6 (Lv + Lp) / vac 

tr Start response time in the queue discharge model representing average 
driver response time for the first vehicle to start moving at the start of the 
displayed green period (seconds) 

ts Start loss time for a traffic movement, which is associated with driver 
reaction time and acceleration delays until the steady saturation flow rate 
is reached (duration of the interval between the start of displayed green 
period and the start of effective green period) (seconds) 

ts Space time (seconds/veh): the duration of the time between the detection 
of two consecutive vehicles when the presence detector loop is not 
occupied (this is equivalent to the gap time less the time taken to travel 
the effective detection zone length, Lp) at speed v (m/s) 

 ts = h – to = tg – Lp / v = (Ls – Lp) / v  

tsg Average space time of all vehicles departing during the green period 
including both saturated and unsaturated intervals (seconds/pcu)  

 tsg = nvs tssa + nvu tsu 
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tsm Space time (seconds/pcu) corresponding to the maximum queue 
discharge flow rate, qm  

tsn Space time (seconds/veh) corresponding to the maximum queue 
discharge flow rate, qn 

 tsn = hn – ton  

tss Space time (seconds/veh) during queue discharge (i.e. for vehicles 
departing during the saturated part of the green period) 

 tss = hs – tos  

tssa  Average space time (seconds/veh) during queue discharge 

tsu Space time (seconds/veh) for uninterrupted flow conditions (as observed 
at the signal stop line during the unsaturated part of the green period) 

tv Vehicle passage time (seconds/veh): time it takes for the vehicle length 
(from front end to back end) to pass a given point at speed v (m/s) (this 
can be considered to be the occupancy time, to ≈ tv, when the detection 
zone length is negligible, Lp ≈ 0).   

 tv = Lv / v 

tx Average departure response time: average driver response time for the 
next vehicle in the queue to start moving (seconds) 

ty Yellow time (duration of yellow interval) (seconds) 

Th Total headway time for vehicles departing during the green and 
intergreen periods (seconds) 

 Th = nvs hsa + nvu hu = g 

TL Travel time between two VDAS passage detectors for the leading end of 
a vehicle (seconds) 

To Total occupancy time for vehicles departing during the green and 
intergreen periods (seconds) 

 To = nvs tosa + nvu tou + tb 

Ts Total space time for vehicles departing during the green and intergreen 
periods (seconds) 

 Ts = nvs tssa + nvu tsu  

TT Travel time between two VDAS passage detectors for the trailing end of a 
vehicle (seconds) 

u  Green time ratio 

 u = g / c 
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v Speed (m/s or km/h): distance travelled per unit time 

 v = Lh / h = q Lh = q / k  

va Average speed (m/s or km/h) 

vac Average approach cruise speed (km/h) for the actual traffic mix as 
measured at a point upstream of the back of queue under uninterrupted 
conditions: this is the average cruise speed of the arrival stream at arrival 
flow rate qa 

vd Average speed for interrupted traffic including the effect of delays at 
traffic interruptions (km/h) 

vf Free-flow (zero-flow) speed in the uninterrupted speed-flow model for 
the actual traffic mix (average speed under near-zero flow conditions) 
(km/h) 

vfm Free-flow (zero-flow) speed in the uninterrupted speed-flow model for 
passenger car units, or light vehicles (average speed under near-zero flow 
conditions) (km/h) 

vL Speed based on time measurements for the leading end of the vehicle 
(km/h) 

 vL = 3.6 Ly /tL 

vm Maximum queue discharge speed for passenger car units, or light vehicles  
(km/h) 

vn Maximum queue discharge speed for the actual traffic mix (km/h) 
corresponding to the maximum queue discharge flow rate, qn (for 
uninterrupted traffic, this is the average uninterrupted travel speed at 
maximum flow) 

vo Limiting speed value that gives a zero space time value (ts = 0) used for 
the purpose of determining optimum loop length (km/h) 

vof Free-flow (zero-flow) speed for interrupted traffic (average speed under 
near-zero flow conditions) (km/h) 

vQ Average travel speed when the demand flow rate equals the capacity for 
interrupted traffic (km/h) 

vr Queue discharge speed reduced due to downstream queue interference at 
paired intersections (veh/h) 

vs Queue discharge speed for the actual traffic mix (km/h): departure speed 
across the signal stop line during the saturated part of the green period (in 
terms of uninterrupted flows, this is the speed under congested conditions 
observed at a reference point along the road) 

vsa Average departure speed during queue discharge (corresponding to the 
average queue discharge flow rate, qsa) 
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vsm Queue discharge speed for light vehicles, or passenger car units (km/h)  

vT Speed based on time measurements for the trailing end of the vehicle 
(km/h) 

 vT = 3.6 Ly /tT 

vu  Average uninterrupted travel speed (km/h or m/s) (at the signal stop line, 
this is the average speed during the unsaturated part of the green period) 
(vu = vac) 

vum Uninterrupted flow speed for light vehicles, or passenger car units (km/h 
or m/s) 

vx Average departure wave speed (km/h or m/s) 

vy Average arrival wave speed (km/h or m/s) 

x Degree of saturation: the ratio of arrival (demand) flow rate to capacity, 
equivalent to the ratio of arrivals per cycle (qac c vehicles) to the 
maximum number of vehicles that can depart per cycle (sg vehicles)  

 x = qac / Qe = (qac c) / (sg)  (for non-platooned arrivals, x = qa / Qe) 

xa Acceleration distance (m)  

y Flow ratio: the ratio of arrival (demand) flow rate to the saturation flow 
rate  

 y = qac / s (for non-platooned arrivals, y = qa / s)  
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Figure 2.5 – Light sensors to record signal change times 

 

 

Figure 2.6 – The use of VDAS unit at the signal stop-line location 
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Figure 2.7 – The use of VDAS treadle switch detectors at the signal stop-line location 
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Figure 2.11 – Photo showing the upstream queue and the laser gun aimed in the 
downstream direction at a paired intersection site (Site Mel5 in Melbourne)  
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Photographs showing  
Sydney and Melbourne 1998 Survey Sites  
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Figure 3.1 – Intersection 163: Pacific Highway - Mowbray Road (Chatswood, 
Sydney).  Lane 4 on Pacific Highway, South approach, right-turn traffic 
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Figure 3.2 – Intersection 610: Military Road - Murdoch Street (Cremorne, Sydney).   
Lane 3 on Military Road, West approach, right-turn traffic 
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Figure 3.3 – Intersection 1081: Lilyfield Road - James Street (Lilyfield, Sydney).  
Lane 2 on Lilyfield Road, Northwest approach, through traffic, 9% uphill grade 
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Figure 3.4 – Intersection 413: Broadway - City Road (Ultimo, Sydney).   
Lane 3 on Broadway, East approach, through traffic 
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Figure 3.5 – Intersection 511: General Holmes Drive and Bestic Street (Kyeemagh, 
Sydney).  Lane 2 on General Holmes Drive, South approach, through lane 
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Figure 3.6 – Intersection 121: Maroondah Highway and Mitcham Road (Mitcham, 
Melbourne).  Lane 4 on Maroondah Highway, East approach, right turn lane 
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Figure 3.7 – Intersection 335: Doncaster Road and Blackburn Road (East Doncaster, 
Melbourne).  Lane 4 on Doncaster Road, East approach, right turn lane 
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Figure 3.8 – Intersection 3196: Middleborough Road and Highbury Road  
(East Burwood, Melbourne).  Lane 1 on Middleborough Road, North approach, 

shared through and left-turn lane 
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Figure 3.9 – Intersection 4273: Toorak Road and Tooronga Road (Hawthorn East, 
Melbourne).  Lane 2 on Toorak Road, West approach, through lane, 6% uphill grade 
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Figure 3.10 – Intersection 849: Canterbury Road and Mitcham Road (Vermont, 
Melbourne).  Lane 2 on Canterbury Road, West approach, through lane 
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Figure 3.11 – Intersection 456: Ferntree Gully Road and Stud Road (Scoresby, 
Melbourne).  Lane 4 on Ferntree Gully Road, West approach, through lane 

 
































































































































































































































































































































































































































